The role of inferior frontal cortex in belief-bias reasoning: an rTMS study.
The belief-bias effect in syllogistic reasoning refers to the tendency for subjects to be erroneously biased when logical conclusions are incongruent with belief about the world. This study examined the role of inferior frontal cortex (IFC) in belief-bias reasoning using repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS). We used an off-line rTMS method to disrupt IFC activity transiently. Right IFC stimulation significantly impaired incongruent reasoning performance, enhancing the belief-bias effect. Subjects whose right IFC was impaired by rTMS may not be able to inhibit irrelevant semantic processing in incongruent trials. Although left IFC stimulation impaired congruent reasoning, it paradoxically facilitated incongruent reasoning performance, eliminating the belief-bias effect. Subjects whose left IFC was impaired by rTMS may not suffer from interference by irrelevant semantic processing. This study demonstrates for the first time the roles of left and right IFC in belief-bias reasoning using an rTMS approach.